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Mitigating the effects of driver distraction

Driving involves complex interactions between the driver, vehicle, and environment. The introduction of in-vehicle and carried-in devices (e.g., cell phones, and mp3 players) raise concerns that the demands of such systems may conflict with the demands of driving. Appropriate feedback can help diminish both the impact and the amount of risk-taking behavior and can help drivers better modulate their distracting activities. In a series of driving simulator studies, feedback is provided to drivers in real time and at the end of the trip based on information from the roadway and driver state. Both feedback types can provide benefits but each has limitations that are examined. Results showed that a combination of real-time and post-trip feedback resulted in significantly longer glances on the road than on the in-vehicle device. The results suggest that various feedback types have potential to improve immediate driving performance and driver engagement in distractions. This presentation goes over some of the ongoing and forthcoming projects to help drivers mitigate their risk taking behavior.